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Abstract: Research into private businesses in post-Soviet Russia began with the collapse of the Soviet Union. This paper focuses on a specific segment of private entrepreneurs who I call ‘reluctant entrepreneurs’, and revises the concept of a ‘new entrepreneurship’ in Russia. The people under study entered into business reluctantly in the early 1990s, when salaries in state jobs were not paid. The majority of these entrepreneurs planned to either return to a public-sector job or maintain their affiliation with the state enterprises. This attitude contradicts the dominant approach in academic writing, in which private entrepreneurs in post-socialist countries see entrepreneurship as a new perspective and an act of self-fulfillment. The strategy of the entrepreneurs under study is also oriented against constant expansion and innovation. Moreover, in their activities entrepreneurs are led by local social norms that do not often support the earning of direct profit. Such practices are caused by the current economic climate in Russia, where the state shows little interest in the activities of small and medium-sized entrepreneurs. This article suggests that there is a need for new conceptual tools to analyze these facets of the private economy.
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The defining line between the socialist society and ‘what came next’ is apparently when the former ‘economy of shortage’ was transformed into a market economy, and entrepreneurship was officially legalized (see Verdery 1993, 1996). With the collapse of the socialist planned economy in Eastern Europe there emerged an entrepreneurial class associated with the Weberian tradition, and the appearance of a fundamental need for innovation, free thinking, and democracy (see Davidova & Thomson 2003; Estrin & Aidis & Mickiewicz 2007; Gibson 2001; Peng & Shekshnia 2001; Wegren 2000). At least in the Russian case,
the enthusiastic expectations remained unfulfilled. While entrepreneurship in Russia has taken on different forms, it is rather related to the shadow economy, struggle, and crime than to any kind of free thinking or democratic ideology (see Cartwright 2001; Humphrey 2002; Kuznetsov & Kuznetsova 2005; Tarasov & Egorov & Kulakovskii 2013; Ventsel 2005). However, the private economy continues to thrive, and plays an important role in everyday life in Russia. After private enterprise had been sanctioned in the Soviet Union in the late 1980s (McCarthy & Puffer & Shekshnia 1993: 128), it expanded quickly over the whole region and reached the easternmost territories in the early 1990s.

This article focuses on a segment of entrepreneurs in the Russian Far East, who I call ‘reluctant entrepreneurs’. Such entrepreneurs often took up their new occupation not because they dreamed of becoming entrepreneurs, seeking a new trajectory in the life, but because biznes seemed to be their best option for survival in the 1990s, when government salaries remained unpaid, and the social security system was drastically dismantled (cf. Rasell 2009). With a few exceptions, people did not plan to be engaged in entrepreneurship their whole lives, but wished to return to the public sector. Many of them divide their time between their own enterprises and state-paid jobs. Moreover, their views on profit and expansion might contradict Western theories on leading a business successfully. As I show, such entrepreneurs are not an anomaly, and their strategies and logic are fully understandable given the current state of the market economy in Sakha-Yakutia.

THE REPUBLIC OF SAKHA (YAKUTIA) AND ITS ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

The Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) is the largest territorial unit of the Russian Federation and belongs to the easternmost administrative unit, the Far North Federal District, which is comprised of nine different territorial units. The republic is a large but sparsely populated territory covering more than three million square kilometers, with slightly less than a million people, 55 percent of whom are the titular ethnic group, the Turkic speaking Sakha. Approximately 73 percent of the population in the Republic of Sakha are urban.

The republic is famous for its diamond resources, producing 30 percent of the world’s diamonds and almost 100 percent of Russia’s diamonds. In addition to diamond mining, the Republic of Sakha has significant resources including gold, gas, oil, precious metals, coal, and timber. Natural resource extraction is the domain of big companies in the region, as is large-scale construction. The
difference is that while mining and oil extraction are dominated by state-owned companies, in the construction sector private companies have the upper hand. The official definition of medium or small enterprises remains blurred and changes constantly, but in 2009 181,514 small enterprises existed in the Russian Far North (Stepanova & Nogovitsyn 2011: 49). Approximately 80 percent of these were “microenterprises” or enterprises that hired up to fifteen employees on a permanent basis. It must be mentioned that in relation to the number of enterprises per capita, the Far North is slightly below the average Russian level. In terms of regional distribution, about 47 percent of small enterprises are located in Primorsky Krai, 19 percent in Khabarovsk Krai, and approximately 8 percent in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) (ibid.: 49–59). Small enterprises tend to have very low investment and profit levels, and 60 percent of the small enterprises in the Russian Far North are engaged in wholesale and retail sales (Egorov 2006: 192; Stepanova & Nogovitsyn 2011: 65).

In 2010, there were 115 medium-size enterprises and 4,952 small enterprises registered in the Republic of Sakha; from these 4,029 were classified as microenterprises. In the year 2009, small enterprises contributed only 6.6 percent of the regional GDP but gave work to 40 percent of the local workforce. In the Republic of Sakha, 80 percent of small and medium enterprises are concentrated only in four cities (the capital, Yakutsk; Neriungri, famous for its coal industry; Mirnyi, the center of diamond industry; and Lensk, another center for diamond mining). From the regional enterprises 400 are agricultural. The statistics shows that in Sakha 44.4 percent of small enterprises are engaged in wholesale merchandise, 22.7 percent in construction, 6.8 percent in real estate, and 5.7 percent in transport. The role of small-scale enterprises in different spheres can be high: 94.3 percent of services (bytovye uslugi) and 100 percent of the small bus transport market belongs to small enterprises, as does the majority of tourism, clothing repair, cargo transport, car and truck repair, and other services.

The low profit levels of such enterprises can be explained by the underdeveloped infrastructure and high energy costs in the region. Local economists have highlighted one peculiarity of small-scale enterprises: their need for highly skilled specialist labor is much lower than their demand for unqualified manual labor. Notwithstanding several federal and regional programs, the state has been unsuccessful in developing ‘innovative’ and modern high-tech small enterprises. In general, the statistics show that between 2004 and 2009 only 29 innovative small enterprises were established in the republic (Stepanova & Nogovitsyn 2011: 56–57). As some local scholars argue, the reason is that big mining and production companies, with better financing and market pros-
pects, dominate these spheres already and offer better salaries than a private enterprise (ibid.: 59).

This article draws on the fieldwork conducted in the Republic of Sakha in July and December 2013, and in July 2014, and personal extensive background knowledge of the region obtained over the last sixteen years. Each time, I spent three to four weeks in the region, conducting research mainly in the capital of Yakutsk, but also in villages near Yakutsk and in the Verkhoyansk district (approximately 1,000 km northeast from Yakutsk). During the fieldwork we recorded twelve formal interviews with different entrepreneurs whose enterprises were classified as small or microenterprises. Interviews were also made with different government officials, including one former Minister of Economy of the Republic of Sakha. Additionally, I talked to various other entrepreneurs, visited their enterprises, and observed how they operated. All but one entrepreneur had started their business out of necessity in the 1990s. One woman was the spouse of a wealthy businessman, whose husband funded her bridal shop because, as she put it, she had always dreamed of such a store. Nevertheless, she also perfectly fitted the ideal, sharing similar attitudes and behavior patterns with other subjects. Entrepreneurs under study were engaged in various sectors: fishing and hunting enterprises, food shops, laundries, construction firms, tourist ventures, and a hair salon. Some of the informants had different small enterprises, none of them had studied the profession they were engaged in at the time of the encounter, and for all the respondents their current enterprise was not their first but rather a third or fourth one. All but one were ethnic Sakha (one was Armenian), half of my respondents originated from a village, roughly 70 percent were women, and their age varied from mid-thirties to late fifties. Statistics presented in this article came from the works of local economists.

CONCEPTUAL CONFUSION

Existing studies on private entrepreneurship in Eastern Europe reveal huge gaps when it comes to the question about what motivated the actors to start their biznes in the first place. Notwithstanding that researchers who study entrepreneurship tend to be critical to the utilitarian approach of the neoclassic economy (Nee & Young 1991), the general impression given by academic literature is that individuals embraced their new occupation more or less voluntarily, and even with some degree of enthusiasm. Indeed, studies of entrepreneurship in post-Soviet Russia and grounded in anthropology (Hann 2000; Köllner 2013 [2012]), economics (Berkowitz & DeJong 2001; Estrin & Aidis & Mickiewicz 2007) and sociology (Barsukova & Radaev 2012; Sakaeva 2012) indicate indi-
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Directly that the actors saw the new market economy as an opportunity. Another popular argument in academic literature is the ‘path dependency’ argument, an assumption that entrepreneurs have role models, have been active in the business previously, or that new post-socialist enterprises follow the footsteps of similar state companies of the socialist period (Alanen et al. 2001; Nee & Young 1991; Pickles & Smith 1998; Stark 1991). In general, one expects that a person who enters into a small business possesses the wish to be engaged in entrepreneurship, and has some vision or strategy as to how they will develop the business. All these explanations are more or less questionable regarding the nature of a private business in the late Soviet Union and the first post-Soviet period. Indeed, people who changed occupation to open a kiosk or a private cafe had virtually no role model, and very little understanding of how to operate in a – principally unregulated – market economy. Another approach which raises an eyebrow is that many researchers continue to speak about the ‘new’ private entrepreneurship even when it has existed for more than a decade or two (see, e.g., Kuznetsov & Kuznetsova 2005; Polischuk 2001).

One theoretical framework analyzing entrepreneurship in Russia, relied on by various authors, is the concept of blat (clout, profitable connections). The impression, when revising literature on the topic, is that blat is a natural part of Russian private business. Russia is described as a ‘network state’ (Humphrey 2012), where political and economic networks can have a semi-feudal nature (Gambold Miller 2003; Shlapentokh 2007). The originator of the academic concept of blat – Alena Ledeneva – argues that it was a Soviet era strategy, a system of favors, to gain access to scarce resources, mainly goods (Ledeneva 1998, 2006). Blat is usually viewed as a circle of people engaged in a delayed reciprocity. This circle is a closed one and based on a ‘negative solidarity’ or mistrust of outsiders (Radaev 1998, 2005). Moreover, the reciprocal group can be seen as a network of people with common interests, based on pragmatic calculations, and not on kin, clan, or other social or cultural ties. Proponents of the concept admit that the nature of blat has changed and it has shifted from the economy of favors to a cash economy, since access to goods in Russia is now limited by one’s wealth and not by availability. In general, modern blat in academic literature is interpreted as an informal network linking entrepreneurs and political power structures (Puffer & McCarthy & Boisot 2010). Via such connections, entrepreneurs can exploit state resources or sign profitable deals with state structures, for example ministries (Hsu 2005). Indeed, post-Soviet Russian history is full of corruption scandals where private enterprises receive overpaid orders to build, supply the government institutions with company cars, software, and so on.
When in the Soviet era blat had a certain ideological aspect, then today it is seen as purely economic networking (Ledeneva 2008). Blat is described as a predatory behavior against those who are outside the circle (Hsu 2005: 312). Ledeneva (2008: 130) even argues that it is an individualistic, not communitarian practice, where every participant acts solely out of their own interests. This statement is in accordance with the view that Russia is largely a ‘distrustful society’ (Estrin & Aidis & Mickiewicz 2007). Nevertheless, it is difficult to agree to Ledeneva’s statement that the word blat is hardly used today and people prefer other terms. In the Republic of Sakha, at least, the word is used to indicate exactly the same kind of corruption that links governmental and entrepreneurial networks. The expression is, however, rarely used to describe reciprocal practices between ordinary people or private enterprises. It is not the topic of this article, but blat is hardly a Maussian gift exchange as some authors argue (Hsu 2005; Humphrey 2000; see also Ssorin-Chaikov 2000), but rather a cynical and sinister patron-client relationship.

For the abovementioned reasons, blat as a concept seemed unsuited for the analysis of the attitudes, strategies, and practices of the entrepreneurs examined. While blat is in some sense a ‘genuine Russian’ phenomenon, more suited for the purpose of this article is the ‘genuine Chinese’ concept of reciprocal networking – guanxi. In contrast to blat as a reaction to the Soviet economy, guanxi dates back to the pre-Socialist period. Several authors acknowledge there are many similarities between the blat and guanxi as a ‘survival kit’ or ‘safety network’ (Hsu 2005; Ledeneva 2008). Both are reciprocal, informal, and based on delayed reciprocity. Gradual differences are, however, more important. Guanxi, as blat, is a network and practice that constantly changes its forms. There are, nevertheless, certain features that characterize most variations of guanxi. First of all, guanxi is an inclusive and constantly expanding network. At its core, guanxi is based on kinship ideology, linking both biological and fictive kin. This network channels not only the transmission of goods and money, but also favors. In fact, some scholars argue how the most important part of guanxi is indeed the ‘small favors’, which are sometimes exchanged in a highly ritualistic way.

RELUCTANT ENTREPRENEURS

Below are presented several cases from the pool of informants. Each individual has his or her own reasons to be an entrepreneur, but there are also common features and attitudes making them part of a distinct group of entrepreneurs in the Republic of Sakha.
Alena is in her late thirties, and works as a book-keeper in municipal government structures, where she earns her main income, as does her husband. They, nevertheless, see themselves principally as managers of a fishing enterprise. The enterprise is located on the coast of the Arctic Ocean, in Tiksi, a former military settlement, and a big Soviet-era trade port. Alena’s mother established the fishing enterprise in the mid-1990s and since then it has existed as a family enterprise. All employees of the small enterprise are family members and the purpose of the enterprise has always been guaranteeing kin people with an income. The northern fish is considered a delicacy in the Republic of Sakha and has traditionally been in high demand in the southern cities. In recent years the market has, however, been overflooded. Ten years ago the northern fish was difficult to acquire in Yakutsk, today markets and street corners are literally full of street vendors who sell such fish. The prices have fallen and fishing enterprises are struggling to make ends meet. Alena is taking care of marketing and all the paperwork (licenses, taxes, state subsidies) whereas her husband is organizing the transport of the catch to Yakutsk. This requires certain skills and good connections. The fish is usually bought by state and private enterprises, and the prices vary. When Alena sells the catch to a state enterprise then she is entitled to state subsidies, but she said that the private buyers pay more. Therefore, to have the optimal outcome, costs for transport should be calculated carefully, and also the paperwork needed to sell fish legally. Both – Alena and her husband – admit that they do not earn much when managing the enterprise, as the priority is to pay salaries for their relatives in Tiksi, and also obtain supplies for the fishing season. When I asked Alena why she was engaged in the enterprise at all, she gave me a long stare and said: “How can I give up an enterprise that my mother established? And what will happen to all the people?” (personal communication, 2013) While managing the fishing enterprise, Alena has also tried other activities. For many years she ran a French-style café, offering pastries and different coffees. She quit when she had problems finding skilled workforce to maintain the quality of the products. This café was also a route for many of her rural-origin relatives to start a new life in the city. This was problematic because young relatives often left unexpectedly when they managed to find a more respectable and well-paid job.

Marfa is in her mid-fifties, and has a laundry in an old Soviet concrete block district of Yakutsk. She was previously a daycare teacher, but when in the early nineties wages were not paid in Russia, she decided to open a kiosk selling everything from beer to cheap jewelry, to cleaning liquid, akin to tens of thousands of kiosks in Russia. Marfa struggled hard to support her family and raise her son. Over time her business did well and she opened more kiosks. In the mid-2000s she was offered some laundry machines and so she switched
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occupation. Located in the basement of a tenement building, there was no sign for the laundry, which surprised me. The reason is that Marfa finds customers only via word of mouth or through personal contacts. In recent years Marfa has found valuable customers such as restaurants needing to wash their tablecloths regularly. The enterprise hires only a few female pensioners, as a rule, illegally, i.e., not registered and taxes unpaid. Marfa sees it as a kind of charity, assistance for pensioners in need of money. Her son helps with managing the laundry and has opened a workshop in a garage on the property where they both live. He repairs cars and motorcycles, also not paying any taxes. Marfa is also a co-owner of a shop in one of the northern villages. Another owner is her sister, and Marfa’s task is to buy and organize transport for different goods to be sold in the village. Both have decided not to sell alcohol, despite the fact that this is the easiest way to make a profit in remote northern settlements. “We do not support it [alcohol consumption]! We support ZOZh!” (Marfa, personal communication, 2013)

Ivan is in his late fifties and lives in the remote northern village of Saidy. Saidy is located in the Verkhoyansk district and can be reached only by a 4–8-hour motorboat trip from the district center in the summertime. In winter, when the river is frozen, trucks use it as a winter road. Approximately 700 people live in the village, a settlement of cattle herders, hunters, and fishers, with a strong sense of community. Even for a remote Arctic village, Saidy has an extraordinarily strong informal economy. Most of the hunting, transport service, cattle husbandry, and fishing is on an informal basis. Fish, milk, and meat are sold without any official record. The village has no official shops selling food and other consumables, and all three existing shops are technically illegal. A few years ago the community decided to ban the sale of alcohol in the village, and as the head of the village administration told us, they decided to allow the shops to exist under the condition they did not sell any alcohol. Ivan got into shop-keeping accidentally. His son-in-law, who is an entrepreneur in Yakutsk, learned how shops are run illegally in Saidy, without any license, registration or other paperwork. He suggested that Ivan opens a shop and delivers supplies directly from Yakutsk. Ivan’s shop – and all the other shops – look like any other ordinary multifunctional store: shelves, price labels, and a freezer in the corner. Ivan’s shop is well stocked, regular foodstuff, cigarettes, and clothes, he even sells red caviar and expensive cheese. All the goods are delivered from Yakutsk; the profit is split with the son-in-law. Ivan is officially an unemployed pensioner, but in reality a full-time shopkeeper. Nevertheless, he seems to be not too enthusiastic about his current career. “There is no work in the village. This is why young people leave. Someone of my age, I have no place to go. Everything costs money, so you need a job. This job is as good as any other. Sure, it would be better if it paid my pension…” (Ivan, personal communication, 2014).
Sveta is in her late thirties and works as a sports teacher at a school in Yakutsk. She is also a fully licensed trader and entrepreneur. She needs the license to buy goods for her sister’s shop in a village in the north central district of the republic. Thanks to the license, Sveta can officially hire trucks to send the ordered goods to the village. The document also entitles her to buy goods from wholesalers. Alongside being the supplier for her sister, Sveta has her own small additional income in the village where most people are related by kinship ties.

Sometimes people ask me to buy something. Like a fridge or furniture. Sometimes very specific clothes or ... when they order these things I usually send them to the village by truck. I do it almost for free. Let’s say, I take 1000 rubles for buying a fridge. It is not that much, rather a symbolic amount because a fridge costs a lot. And organizing transport takes time. (Sveta, personal communication, 2014)

In general, Sveta engages in her own small private business because she can send the ordered goods using the trucks she fills with consumables for her sister’s shop. There exists a practical agreement between her and her sister, and the village community. Both women know most of the village population and are linked to them via various kinship ties or common biography – they went to school together, played together as children, were long-time neighbors, their parents were friends, and so forth. Sveta can send bigger items, like fridges, to the village when there is free space on the truck. While Sveta’s sister does not earn anything from their enterprise, people can become impatient and ask her how long they have to wait for a thing they have already paid for. Therefore, in order to stay on good terms with the neighbors, the sister has to allow the transportation of certain items, even when she could use the place on the truck for things for the shop. As Sveta told me: “It is sometimes difficult to distinguish whether you help your old childhood friend or make business” (personal communication, 2013). Answering my question about why people prefer to order certain goods from her and not her sister, Sveta replied that it was faster and easier to ask someone for that kind of favor: “I can always run and buy that cupboard or jacket when going to school or after the lessons. Otherwise it would be on the order list and it could take few truck loads before it arrives” (personal communication, 2013). She was adamant that she would continue to work as a schoolteacher:

It is good to be in a state job. You have all the bonuses [Rus. ‘lgoty’] like one free trip inside Russia for a vacation, insurance, sick leave compensation and some more benefits that one does not have when working for a private entrepreneur. (ibid.)
TRUST, MORALITY, AND RESPONSIBILITY

Russia is described as a society of strong interpersonal trust based on networks (Gibson 2001) in an economic environment where “honesty does not pay” (Radaev 2005: 114). On the other hand, small and medium-size businesses are adept at being engaged in an informal and illegal economy in order to “escape state regulations on production and transactions” or to absorb risks (Beneria 1989: 184). The question that remains is whether we can interpret the semi-informal economic networks of Sakha entrepreneurs in neo-classical terms, as a strategy to increase profit to the maximum? The described case studies, and other cases I encountered, have one common feature: their owners want to keep as far away as possible from the state structures. Entrepreneurs tend to be skeptical about the state but their skepticism is caused rather by the system of social norms than by the attitudes or politics of state institutions (cf. Nee & Young 1991: 297). Many scholars and commentators admit that Russia is not the friendliest country for entrepreneurship (Agarwal 2007; Berkowitz & DeJong 2001; Gustafson 1999; Hedlund 1999). In the Republic of Sakha, the relationship between entrepreneurship and the state is, however, unexpectedly calm. In some interviews I asked the entrepreneurs whether the state tax officials ever show any interest in small enterprises. Marfa explained that in the Republic of Sakha tax officials largely ignore small and medium-size enterprises. “They receive a certain percentage from any fine they extract from the enterprises. The situation is that the fines are much bigger when you deal with big companies. In our case it makes a few thousand rubles and is not worth it” (personal communication, 2013). This was also confirmed by the former Minister of Economy of the republic, Aleksandr Kugaevskii. He explained that by law the tax officials receive a certain financial bonus according to how much they contribute to the republic’s budget. Local economists explain such a policy with the economic priorities of the republic. The main attention of the state institutions is on big companies as major cash cows. Smaller enterprises are not very interesting for the state because they do not produce much, and are just economic interlocutors. Simultaneously, due to the low purchase power of the population, incomes of small enterprises are insignificant from the point of view of the state (Egorov 2006: 188, 192). The entrepreneurs certainly have to cope with corruption, bribe their way through the bureaucracy, or ‘support’ a local police officer financially. They, however, do not wish to have access to the state resources and wish for the minimum attention from the state institution. The impression is that the reluctant entrepreneurs reduce their contact with state structures to a minimum, and in some cases even operate in unmarked buildings without any public advertisement. Therefore, the practice applied by
entrepreneurs under study is not “to secure personal benefits for the members of one’s circle at the expense of the state” (Hsu 2005: 321; Peng & Shekshnia 2001) but to avoid access to state resources and this way avoid contact with state institutions. Such a ‘guerilla strategy’ helps to maintain entrepreneurial ‘flexibility’ (Peng & Shekshnia 2001), which is realized by diversification of risks through expanding into other spheres and establishing economically non-related new enterprises. Combining laundry with car repair or selling food products, yet staying small, helps to keep the business within the family without hiring outside managers. This and other aspects make the concept of blat, as stressed above, unsuitable for the current situation.

The research data suggests that while blat is rather an exclusive reciprocal circle, the networks I studied are inclusive or constantly expanding. The case studies referred to above (and others I did not mention) show the incorporation of new members, or using the existing kin-based contacts characteristic of the Chinese guanxi. Illuminating is a discussion I witnessed in one of my friend’s office in December of 2013. When we were having a cup of coffee, the door opened and an elderly woman entered. She asked Gosha (the friend) whether he knew a hairdresser for a barber’s salon. The subsequent chat revealed that the woman was an entrepreneur with a long history in local private businesses. She constantly switched from one occupation to other, expanding or closing enterprises according to how successful they were. She had started out like many of the entrepreneurs I met, as a trader on a market, then opened a small kiosk, was the first entrepreneur to start a small workshop producing toilet paper, and so on. At the moment of meeting me she had progressed to a corner shop business but also had two hairdresser’s salons, one for women and another one for men. The reason why she had popped into Gosha’s office was that they came from the same district. “Because we came from the same district and neighboring villages, we are like kinfolk. We are supposed to help each other. She knows I know many people and there is a possibility I can help” (Gosha, personal communication, 2013).

Sakha kin relationships are sometimes very confusing. In general, Sakha families nurture strong reciprocal ties between different generations, linking relatives living in various villages and towns. The biological kinship network is usually extended by fictive kin that can be, for instance, daughter’s best friend or father’s schoolmate (see also Ventsel 2005). Boundaries are even more blurred by the widespread tradition of adoption, where an adopted child will also maintain close ties with his or her biological parents. Notwithstanding the fact that a modern Sakha extended family stretches over several districts, the district of origin plays a crucial role in identification. According to existing
social norms, people originating from one district should support each other whenever possible and in reality such support is often practiced.7

This practice is similar to the Chinese *guanxi*, constantly expanding networks on the basis of finding ‘common ground’ (Puffer & McCarthy & Boisot 2010: 455). Contrary to the ‘comparatively narrow definition of friendship’ in *blat* networks, the *guanxi* practice absorbs new members, and parallel to kinship ties there are instrumentalized friendship and fictive kin relationships (Hsu 2005: 321–322). Scholars argue that such a strategy makes *guanxi* more ritualized but also more predictable (Ledeneva 2008: 128). In the Sakha case, the solidarity and loyalty of actors is ideologically motivated by the stressing of a common territorial origin or family. The abovementioned discussion between Gosha and the lady entrepreneur started with a general exchange of news about relatives and life in the village, stressing their common origin. Such an ideology makes it possible to find help and provide support to new members often personally unknown to the actors. Similar to *guanxi*, Sakha entrepreneurs use their ‘connections’ not only to gain access to resources or negotiate business deals, but quite often to ask for favors. Despite the fact that the practice of exchanging favors is widespread in Russia and such ‘small favors’ help to cement reciprocal relationships, in modern times they are often related to the flow of cash (Humphrey 2012). The ‘small gestures’ strategy is common also in Chinese *guanxi* but it does not necessarily lead to a monetary transaction (Strickland 2010: 111). In the Sakha practice, favors are often returned with favors and mutual trust plays a central role in such exchanges. It must be mentioned that such an exchange of favors was even embedded in this research, because all the entrepreneurs I interviewed agreed to meet us as a response to a request from our common friends. Another expression of trust is looking for new employees using the network. This is based on the belief that exists in China where a *guanxi* friend is a good source to find a trustful employee (Puffer & McCarthy & Boisot 2010: 454–456). This contradicts with *blat* where friends of friends are treated with suspicion and such links tend to be used in a more contractual manner, i.e., favors and their prices are negotiated in advance (see Humphrey 2012; Ledeneva 2008).

As I have shown, Sakha entrepreneurial networks stretch geographically over several thousand kilometers and cover certain ‘gray areas’ (Chang 2011: 328), such as running illegal shops or hiring staff without informing the tax officials. The functioning of these networks, however, maintains a certain moral aspect that tends to contradict pure economic calculus. In the case of Alena, Marfa, Sveta, and Ivan, entrepreneurship involves a strong ideology of kinship reciprocity. In order to keep the business predictable and stable, they submit to earn less profit. The obligation of responsibility for kin people’s wellbeing
is especially obvious in Alena’s fishing enterprise, but it is also apparent with many other entrepreneurs. Most interesting is the decision of the shop owners not to sell alcohol. In general, the entrepreneurs take an active position in what they think is in the community’s interests. All entrepreneurs could have made huge profits by selling alcohol either legally or illegally, as is the widespread practice in northern villages. The refusal to sell alcohol is a powerful statement. Alcohol consumption in indigenous communities is a fiercely debated issue in the Republic of Sakha and is connected with the debate about the ‘health of a nation’ and ‘maintaining the traditional way of life’ (Krivoshapkin-Aiynga 1998; Lapparova 2002; Tyrylgin 2000). There is a need for more research on the topic but here ‘supporting ZOZh’ means adopting a larger framework of moral categories and shaping business strategies specifically. In some cases, like for Ivan in Saidy, it means following the community’s decision to forbid the sale of alcohol in the village, but in all cases opposing the sale of alcohol signals a commitment to shared values and a readiness to disclaim ‘dirty money’ earned by harming the community. This step should not be interpreted as a cynical business strategy with leverage in the eyes of the community or as a purely altruistic move. Some of the informants truly believe that this is their contribution to the development of the community and to the future of the Sakha in general. Here the parallel could be drawn with the tradition of guanxi, based on a pre-socialist tradition of reciprocity and Chinese customs (Hsu 2005; Strickland 2010).

CONCLUSION

I think that the term ‘reluctant entrepreneurs’ is appropriate for a particular group of Sakha entrepreneurs because in many aspects their entrepreneurial biography and business morals contradict the profit-oriented neo-classical model of economy. This group of entrepreneurs is also hard to conceptualize in the academic understanding of blat, which to date dominates the research on Russian private entrepreneurs. In order to understand the nature of the group under study, one should also have some understanding about the regional economy in the Republic of Sakha. This is an environment where, notwithstanding the rhetoric, the regional government shows little interest in supporting small and medium-size enterprises. The focus of local economic policy is on big companies who in one way or another contribute the lion’s share of the local budget. Therefore, small enterprises, despite the fact that they provide jobs for a significant part of the local labor force, are left to survive on their own terms.
The ‘reluctant entrepreneurs’ are businesswomen and -men who entered the occupation largely out of necessity due to the economic chaos in Russia during the 1990s. In many cases they are not even today overtly convinced of the durability of their choice. Indicative is the fact that most entrepreneurs I have studied either maintain their state-paid jobs, or plan to return to the public sector before their retirement. Why they remain entrepreneurs is often due to a moral obligation, a lack of state-paid jobs, and the economic uncertainty in Russia which has increased after 2014.

It is interesting to look at the moral framework of these Sakha entrepreneurs. Here we can find a sense of moral obligation to kin and older people, responsibility for the community and one’s own people at large. These aspects make the Chinese guanxi better suited as an analytic framework to discuss the ‘reluctant entrepreneurs’. The emphasis on tradition, extended kinship, trust, and non-monetary reciprocity is common to the Sakha and Chinese cases. Moreover, as is the Sakha case under study, Chinese guanxi means open and constantly expanding networks in contradiction to the relatively closed circles of blat. The segment of entrepreneurs I called reluctant demonstrates that there are different ways of doing business in Russia and therefore a need for a conceptually more pluralistic approach.
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NOTES

1 The illustration for the ambivalence of the classification is a construction firm in Yakutsk. The enterprise has less than 15 permanent workers, which makes it a ‘micro-enterprise’. These permanent workers are mainly engaged in management tasks. When the enterprise, however, signs a building contract, they hire dozens of construction workers from the former Soviet Central Asian republics or from Sakha villages, depending on the profile of the task – wooden buildings are mainly built by the Sakha whereas managers believe that the Kyrgyz and Uzbek are better suited for constructing concrete buildings.

2 The recordings of the interviews are in possession of the author of the article. All names of the informants were changed to guarantee their anonymity.

This kind of approach is not unique to Russian studies. For instance, in the case of East Germany or the former GDR, one can still find researchers who see the region as static and unchanging, and complain about the ‘existing GDR mentality’ that hinders successful transformation, or view new private enterprises as something ‘new’ (Böhmer 2005).

The best source for current corruption scandals involving state officials or institutions is the website of a well-known Russian opposition figure, Alexei Navalny (see navalny.com).

Zdorovye obraza zhizni or Healthy Ways of Life is a loose campaign in Russia promoting abstinence from alcohol and tobacco, combined with active ways of life such as engagement in sports.

The average Sakha greeting between two strangers is “Khantan syld’an?” (Where are you from?). It means that already at the beginning of a meeting strangers make sure of the district and kin affiliation of the interlocutor. Most Sakha, even when they are second- or third-generation urban dwellers, trace their origin back to some district and nurture that connection by hosting rural relatives when they come to the city (for example, on shopping trips). Rural relatives usually respond by taking with them ‘village food’ – meat, milk products or berries.
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